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Background:-

On March 7th 2013, 60 children were rescued from Sealdah bound Ajmer-Sealdah express (Train no. 12987) at Agra Fort railway station jointly by GRP (General Railway Police) and ChildLine members. Acting on a tip off, ChildLine (#1098) office Agra-run by CHETNA (Childhood Enhancement through Training and Action), informed GRP that 60 children were being ferried from Jaipur to Gaya in the above mentioned train. The operation was immediately started in which nine people were apprehended from the spot and sixty children were rescued. All the children and the nine men were taken to nearest GRP police premise where they were examined separately and during the examination it appeared that the case had ingredients of trafficking in it. Smelling trouble in the case, ChildLine informed CWC (Child Welfare Committee), AHTU (Anti Human Trafficking Unit), senior team members of CHETNA, based at Agra-other than ChildLine and GRP at around 11:30 pm. Meanwhile ChildLine members gave children water and food. Around same time CWC members arrived and a general diary (GD) entry was made and CWC decided to shift all the children to the nearby Panchsheel ashram. GRP handed over the sixty children to ChildLine and provided them with transportation and needed security to take the children to ashram. It was around 1:00 am in the midnight that ChildLine members reached ashram and after completing the necessary formalities and taking receipt from the shelter in-charge ChildLine handed over the children to them and came back. Surprisingly, the nine elders detained by the police were released on personal bond. Police claimed that they were relatives of the children.

8th March:

On the second day, ChildLine approached GRP officials and asked them to register a case of child trafficking. ChildLine also handed them an order of CWC in this regard. CWC ordered ChildLine to do the counseling of the children and also prepare individual profiles of sixty children. For the whole day ChildLine members were involved in counseling of children and came up with some much needed information and observations. While talking, children revealed that they were coming from Jaipur where they used to work in Saree and Bangle manufacturing units. They also said that it was out of the fear of a police raid that their employer had told them to vacate the place and go home. While counseling the children, the need for their medical examination was felt and in this connection CMO Agra was contacted. But the following day being a Saturday and since there was no CWC sitting the issue could not go on the
same pace but the ChildLine members continued to work with children helping them come out of the trauma. Sensing the gravity of the issue Director ChildLine-Agra brought the matter before NCPCR. On the same day, another similar incident of rescuing of 128 children from the clutches of traffickers was carried out in Bharatpur area. For the next two days the ChildLine members were engaged in the shelter/home with children. Getting to know how traumatized the children were, ChildLine members provided them with some games to play and made arrangements for their entertainment and. CHETNA- that runs ChildLine in Agra pooled resources from its other ongoing projects to help the children in the ashram. Meanwhile taking cognizance of the matter, Dr. Yogesh Dube, who was apprised about the situation on the phone, was in constant touch with the authorities involved and sent his representative to take stock of the situation and the representative visited the shelter/home on Sunday. The representative shared the observation with the honorable member. Without any delay Dr. Yogesh reached Agra on Sunday (10th March) evening to take cognizance of the matter. Sensing the gravity of the issue, the honorable member decided to pay a personal visit to the Panchsheel ashram on the following day i.e., Monday- 11th of March.

March 11 visit:

In wake of the March 7 incident, a team led by Dr. Yogesh Dube and comprising of Ms. Shaista Khan, Senior Consultant NCPCR, Mr. Sanjay Gupta, Director CHETNA and some social activists made a visit to Agra to get first hand details of the incident and also probe into the functioning of police and local administration and take necessary measures for the welfare and rehabilitation of the children. The team visited Panchseel Ashram, where they examined the operations of the shelter and facilities available for the children. At first the children were reluctant to talk as they had no idea of what was happening around them. Being unaware of the situation they were very scared and did not talk to most of the members. Sensing this behavior of the children and the conditions from which they were rescued it was decided to interact with the children on immediate basis and Dr. Yogesh Dube, in person and some volunteers of CHETNA got involved in the act. Children were counseled and made comfortable. They were provided with games to play and the member also played with them. They were also fed and it was made sure that the shelter had adequate resources for their feeding. After constant interaction and counseling they opened up and shared their experiences with the team. They narrated their horrible ordeal while working at different factories in Jaipur. Many of them who were too young couldn’t talk freely because they were too young to remember things. Their bodies were battered and they could not bear an eye contact when they were talking to the counselors. Their helplessness was evident and the look on their face moved every heart in the room. Some of them who were relatively elder talked about their condition and their employers and answered the big question as to how did they reach Jaipur. The boys identified some of the men who
took them from their homes from the photographs that were available. The interaction brought several harsh realities to surface which include:

1. All the sixty rescued children expect for one who was from Kolkata, belonged to Nalanda and Gaya.
2. The children had shockingly served in factories of Jaipur anywhere from six months to two years. They were paid a meager amount of 1000 INR every month and were made to work for 16 to 18 hours every day from 7:00 am in the morning to 11:00 pm in the night without even letting them go to loo. Some of them were even made to work in long night shifts. Any mishandling of assigned job would attract harsh punishment including beating and blade cuts on their hands and wrists.
3. Most of them were trafficked from Gaya and Nalanda to Jaipur through an established network of traffickers.
4. The employers at Jaipur had informed the children that they were being shifted back to homes, as they anticipated police raids in their factory.
5. All the children were working with harmful and banned chemicals used in bangle and saree industry.
6. Before they were taken to Jaipur, all the children used to go to schools at their native places. All the children expressed their wish to go back home and study at school.
7. They said that the places where they worked had many more children working from other places.
8. The traffickers (whom they referred to as ‘seth’) approached the poor children in different places and would lure their parents to send their children with them and promised them good salaries.
9. Their employer did not allow them to call and talk to their families back home. Many of these children were given cell phones by their mothers so that they could talk to their children but these cell phones were taken by traffickers.
Deliberations:

The team later had a meeting with the district administration officials of Agra individually, who were also present at the shelter/home, where they took stock of the situation. First the meeting was held with CWC and ChildLine members:

Meeting with CWC and ChildLine: While talking to CWC members, it was observed that CWC did not receive any support and assistance from the district authorities in this case. CWC members complained that it had been more than 72 hours that they had brought the children to the shelter but no medical check-up was conducted. Taking dig at the police the ChildLine members said that police didn’t register any FIR against the alleged traffickers and instead let them go. They also said that police wanted CWC to file a complaint which would become a premise for lodging an FIR. ChildLine also brought the matter of getting calls from people identifying themselves as relatives or parents of the children before the team. Dr. Yogesh Dube, took a serious note of these things and thereon spoke to the CMO (Chief Medical Officer) of Agra on phone asking the CMO to send a team of doctors to the ashram to perform the medical examination of the children and prepare their reports. He also talked to SDM (Sub District Magistrate) Agra and asked him to take stock of the situation and meet the team in ashram on immediate basis.

Meeting with Police: After that the team met with the police personnel. The GRP personnel Mr. Rakesh Mishra – CO, GRP and Mr. Dinesh Singh- SO, GRP in their statement said that there was no premise to lodge an FIR against nine men who were caught with children in the train as the children said that they were going home and identified the men along with them as their relatives. In order to absolve from any responsibility they also said that they did not receive any complaint from anyone in this regard so it became all the more difficult to lodge any FIR in this a case. Interrupting the police officials at this point, the team asked the police personnel that why didn’t they register the case themselves and why did they let go the 9 men who could have led them to this whole network of child traffickers. Adding further, the team said that this act of police had seriously dented the fight against child trafficking not only in Agra but in other connected states and should be treated as an opportunity that was not cashed. The team said since the traffickers that were released will contact their men in the network about the incidence it will make the children more vulnerable to inhuman practices of child labor and trafficking.

Dr. Yogesh Dube said that prima facie, the incident appears to be a clear case of child trafficking and violation of Minimum Wages Act, Inter-state Migration Act, Bonded Labor Act and Child Labor Act. He castigated police on their laid back approach and asked the police officials to lodge FIR and probe the matter with thorough investigation. At this point SP crime Agra joined the meeting. He told the team about the status of the police units and the jurisdiction issues they face. However, the SP accepted that FIR should have been lodged and that he will look into the matter in detail. Inspector AHTU, sitting there said that he was not informed about the incidence and that since it had happened in the jurisdiction of GRP so he had no role to play. He further mentioned that since the incidence had no human trafficking element in it so it did not come under his jurisdiction.
An important observation which was made in this interface with police was that when children were brought into the nearest GRP premise, they were kept in the same room with the alleged traffickers and were not questioned or examined by SJPU (Special Juvenile Police Unit) personnel but by regular police personnel. Taking strong note of this, the team told police to be disciplined in its approach and that they need to take special care while dealing with juvenile cases and only authorized officials should deal with it.

Meeting with Labor Department: Following the interface with police, the team called the officials of labor commission. While talking to them it was observed that labor commission which has a direct stake in this case, ironically did not even follow the case from day one. The members of labor department were asked to interact with children with the help of CWC members and some female counselors and prepare a comprehensive report of the profiles of the children which would be sent to the labor department of Jaipur which would follow the case further.

Meeting with SDM: After talking to labor department the team met SDM Agra and asked him about his role in the case. Completely ignorant of the incidence and the intricacies of the case, SDM, who is a central figure in this whole case according to the Bonded Labor Act, said that the case could not be established and there was no FIR so we didn’t follow the case. The SDM was intimated about the observations that NCPCR team had gathered till that time and asked him to observe the whole case and get detailed information about and it. It was also suggested that SDM office should also give release certificates to children. SDM Agra assured the team that he will take the matter with DM (District Magistrate) immediately.

Interaction with Children: After talking to the officials the team talked explicitly to three children one by one. These interactions were very fruitful as far as getting information about the traffickers was concerned. The children were very comfortable talking to the members of the team and talked in detail about their workplace, hardships they faced,
time for which they worked, where they lived, what were they given to eat, how much were they paid and also gave information about their employers. The children also identified some of the men involved in trafficking and named few of them. The children told the team about the gruesome nature of their employers and the way they used to treat them. The interaction with children though being very informative was depressing at the same time and it shook everyone in the room.

Meeting with DM, Agra:

After that a separate meeting was held at District Magistrate (DM) Agra’s residence where the observations of the visit to shelter and other related issues were again discussed with the participants including the DM and DLC (Deputy Labor Commissioner) Agra. He mentioned that in this particular case they faced a jurisdiction issue because the children were working in Jaipur and were heading towards Gaya and were in transit in Agra when they were rescued. This raised a valid point of whether there should a special statute in the JJ Act about the responsibilities of the intermediate state in a case like this. DM said that it was because of this obscurity in the law about this issue that hampers their work. The DM also questioned the working and the status of the CWC on which he was apprised by the participants in the meeting. At this point the team asked the participants to put their complaints or grievances if they had any, responding to which the members of the CWC asked the DM of the shortage of space and poor infra in the shelter/home. Replying to this, the DM said that he will look into the matter himself and whatsoever is possible would be done in the very near future. In this meeting an important issue of release certificates of the children was raised by the team asking DM to issue release certificates to all the children that would entitle them to the monetary assistance in accordance with the statutes of JJ Act. Responding to which, the DM said that it was a matter of jurisdiction and that his office is in no authority to issue a release certificate. However, he said that the same can be done in Jaipur only. The team also asked the DM to make necessary transport arrangements for the children to go to their respective homes and also make some arrangements for the safety and protection of the children in the shelter. Replying to this, the DM assured the participants that transport facilities will be provided to the children when CWC has established a connection through proper channel and the verification process is complete. About the security the DM said that police personnel will be stationed at the shelter/home for the protection and safety of the
children. Mr. Sanjay, told the member of NCPCR that serious deliberations should be
carried out at national level and policy making level and that he should personally take
up this issue about the authority and responsibility of the intermediate state and that the
guidelines need to be crisp and clear so that the children who have been rescued from
their harsh lives won’t have to suffer again at the hands of the law.

During the day long visit Dr. Yogesh Dube while talking to different agencies like district
administration, media, voluntary organizations and children stressed on the need to
make serious, sincere and timely efforts in the direction to make the country a child
friendly place, where every child has a right to be a child. Giving reference of his recent
activity in Rajasthan, the honorable member NCPCR said that Agra is not in the good
books of child right activists and that the place over the time has become a hub of
unlawful activities involving children. He said that the district administration in Agra had
completely failed in ensuring the safety and welfare of children. Taking a serious note of
the situation, Dr. Yogesh Dube said that the situation not only being alarming is
disheartening at the same time. Calling children the future of the nation, honorable
member of NCPCR said that every organization plays a vital role in this whole system
and urged them to perform their responsibilities to the fullest. He also said that though a
lot is being done in the direction of realizing the objectives of JJ Act but a lot more
needs to be done.

Since the incidence was reported by many regional dailies a lot of people had started to
come to the ashram identifying themselves as the parents of the children. This had
increased the vulnerability of the children kept in the ashram and the team anticipating
the threat of traffickers sneaking into the ashram called S.P GRP and held a meeting
with him in this regard. The team asked the S.P to provide security to the children at
ashram especially to put a couple of female police personnel at the site. The team
stressed the need of GRP to be extra vigilant in the wake of the recent incidents in Agra
and Bharatpur.

**Achievements of the Day**

The day witnessed some speedy, robust and action oriented intervention by Dr. Yogesh
Dube and his team. The team’s sincere and serious efforts in the direction of welfare
and rehabilitation of children rescued from traffickers saw the results percolating at the
ground level and the day ended on a high with some achievements.

- **FIR was lodged against the nine men who accompanied the children under sections 375 IPC and sections 22, 23, 26 JJ Act.**

- **Police has also shared the information about these nine men with the SJPUs in different states which will help track these men.**

- **Police has sent teams to Jaipur and Gaya to investigate into the matter further. The teams have been directed to find and arrest the people involved in these unlawful acts.**

- **Medical examination of all the sixty children was performed and their cards were also prepared.**

- **Complete profile report of sixty children was prepared by the labor department which will be sent to labor department Jaipur so that they can follow the case there and track the employers and take strict action against them in accordance with the law (Minimum Wages Act and Bonded labor Act).**

- **CWC letter to CWC Gaya, which identified many children belonging to their district. This would help and speed up the work of rehabilitating the children.**

- **CWC also contacted the SJPU in Gaya to verify the names and addresses given by the children so that a clear case of parent or guardianship can be established and children can be sent to their respective homes.**

- **A letter from DM Agra that would be sent to his counterpart in Jaipur that would facilitate the issuance of the release certificates to these children and would entitle them for the some money under JJ Act.**

**Recommendations:** The achievements that the team had after the day long visit, however, are not all. A lot still needs to be done in this case and further as well. Some of the things that need to be done immediately include:

- Ensure the complete rehabilitation of the rescued children.
- Informing resident commissioners in the states of Bihar.
- Ensure the reunion of children with their parents. Verification of the addresses and names.
- Forward the documents and reports generated from this case to the concerned state authorities to initiate action at their level.
- Increase the vigil in Rajasthan to stop track the network.
- Take strong action against the employers involved in these inhuman and unlawful activities.
- State level monitoring system to be developed by both states.
Annexure-1
तो क्या आप लोग इंसान हैं?

बाल श्रमिकों पर आयोग का रुख गंभीर
प्रमुख गृह सचिव से करेंगे लापरवाह अधिकारियों की विकायत
Case study of few children

Case Study- I

Two of the three children- who are brothers, were taken to Jaipur three months back by a guy they identified as Wahab and one of them was taken two months back by Wahab’s mother identified as Parveen. Because of poverty their parents sent them to work. Their elder brother had already been sent to work a year ago. Their parents told them that they have no money to feed them and to pay the rent of the room they lived in, so they had to work and earn money. They said that their mother told them that they had to work for few months only and then she will bring them home on Eid. They were working in a Bangle manufacturing unit. The youngest of the three talked more freely and said that they were abused and beaten by the employer. He said that they worked in sub-human working conditions and spent their 24 hours in the same room. They had no separate place where they slept or were fed. He said that in summers it was really hard and suffocating to work in a single room which had many children working inside it. They said that they were not allowed to switch on the fan because it would vaporize the glue used to fix chain and stuff on the bangles. Working in such sultry environment amid the air filled with vapors of harmful chemicals, children would get sick and always complained of breathing problems. No attention was paid to their deteriorating health, on the contrary their employer would ask them to work and compensate for the food that he was giving them. Slow pace of work would mean that they had to work for extra hours. While they worked their employer would lock them from outside so that they can’t escape. They used to cry during nights. They talked about their helplessness by saying that they couldn’t even escape because they did not know where they were and where their home was. They were not given any money but were assured that the amount had been deposited in their bank accounts. Sometimes if a child was not comfortable with the food that they were provided he was beaten and was made to eat the food forcibly and was threatened that if he didn’t work properly he will be thrown into the jungle to feed the beasts. Replying to why they were going to Gaya, they said that their employer told them that his business was not going well so they can go home for some time but had to return soon. They were very happy to know that they have been rescued.
Case study- II

Bittu (name changed) is a 14 year old boy who hails from a remote village in Gaya district of Bihar. His father was a roadside vendor of grocery. His father of late had not been keeping well and couldn't go to work anymore. His elder brothers, who are married, didn’t contribute anything to the household putting the burden of earning and feeding the parents on the young shoulders of Bittu. Bittu used to go to school and was very happy about his school life. His mother told him that he needs to work for six months and then he will be brought back and can join the school again and sent him with a Parveen named lady, who used to take children for work to different locations. He was taken to Jaipur where he was working in a bangle manufacturing unit. He cannot remember where it was situated because he hardly went out of the room that was his home, his dining room and his work place as well. His employer used to make the children compete with one another on how quickly they can put things on the bangle and get it ready for sale. Small kids not able to process the things quickly were beaten mercilessly and as a punishment were given no food to eat. His wrist bone had sustained an injury in one of the similar acts. He always wanted to talk to his mother to make her remember the promise of six months, but he was never allowed to talk to his mother and was instead threatened of dire consequences. Whenever a child would go out for loo he was accompanied by a guy who would keep an eye on him so that he won’t escape. Among the children also, there was exploitation. The bigger lads would harass and He carried nothing with him when he was rescued. His belongings are still at his work place because his employer told him that they had to return immediately. He doesn’t care about his belongings. He says he will never go that place again.
Dear

The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) has received complaints regarding children from Bihar and Jharkhand, who are working in inhuman condition in different occupation and processes, being trafficked from Jaipur to Bihar by some middlemen. 60 children of very tender age (between 7 and 14 years) who were traveling on the Ajmer-Sealdah train (Train No.-12988) from Jaipur were rescued at the Agra Railway Station by the GRP, Agra. Most of the children were employed as child labourers in bangle making units in the Bhattabasti area near Shastri Nagar (North of Jaipur) and belonged to Bihar and some from Jharkhand. Child Welfare Committee, Agra later ordered to keep them in Panchsheel Ashray Grih, Shamshabad, Agra.

2. On the receipt of this news, the undersigned visited Agra to take stock of the situation with regard to children's safety, their early repatriation/restoration to their home States and coordination thereof and to ensure that the traffickers/middlemen are booked under the relevant provisions. There the Commission had interacted with the District Magistrate, Superintendent of Police, S.P (GRP), members of CWC and the children at Panchsheel Ashray Grih, Shamshabad, Agra.

Based on our consultations the following recommendations are made:

a) All 60 children housed at Panchsheel Ashray Grih, Shamshabad, Agra, must be provided counseling and assurance that the Government is doing all that is necessary to safely repatriate the children to their home villages from district and States;

b) Photographs of all children are to be taken and details to be recorded in a manner that we could enable planning their repatriation/restoration without any time loss;

c) The CWC should be given full secretarial support and other assistance (fund) to document each and every case, classify information based on the individual child's area of origin, to enable prepare plans for their repatriation to their respective States;
d) The Resident Commissioners of respective States to be contacted immediately and a
detailed care plan for each child to be made wherein the Commissioners transmit all
data and information to the respective States and start contacting the parents of these
children for effective repatriation. They shall make arrangements in their home States for
housing all such children until they reach home and their families safely. Further they are
to develop a child tracking system with active involvement of the CWCs in Bihar to
review the status of all such children who have been repatriated;

e) The police are to provide for escort to all these children in their journey to their
respective homes to ensure their safety and protection in coordination with the CWC;

f) The DM shall issue notices of release of these children as bonded labourers to ensure
that they are not re-trafficked and their parents get relief under the Bonded Labour
System (Abolition) Act, 1976. As per the statement of children to CWC Agra it is
understood that all these children are forced labour working against advance taken by
their parents;

g) Inquire into the delays in implementing the directions of Child Welfare Committee, Agra
on this issue;

h) Develop proper mechanism and mapping of vulnerable areas for eradication of child
labour and prevention of trafficking of children;

i) Convene coordination meeting with Government of Rajasthan for developing proper
mechanism to stop such incidence in future;

Understanding the gravity of the problem, the Commission requests you to take personal
interest in the matter in coordination with all Departments as well as with other States. Action
Taken Report may be submitted within 15 days.

With regards

(Dr. Yogesh Dube)
Member, NCPCR

Copy To:
a) Divisional Commissioner, Agra Division, Uttar Pradesh.
b) Principal Secretary, Department of Women and Child Development, Govt of Uttar
Pradesh, Bapu Bhawan, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
c) Principal Secretary, Home Department, Govt of Uttar Pradesh, Bapu Bhawan,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
d) Director General of Police, Uttar Pradesh